CrystalConnect, because the performance matters…

Over a decade ago, Crystal Cable broke the mold…
At a time when high-end audio cables were getting bigger, heavier, stiffer, and harder to handle, we created elegant, flexible, low-loss designs. We combined the best available metallurgy
with unique insulation materials and streamlined topology. We applied musical sensibilities together with advanced technology and engineering. Our innovative thinking and designs
delivered unprecedented musical reproduction. Those first products grew into a comprehensive, multi-award-winning family of cables, with musical and technical capabilities that first
challenged and then set the benchmark for musical performance.

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
– Leonardo da Vinci

Now, we have done it again…
Combining our latest metallurgical advances with groundbreaking developments in cable construction and topology, we have created a step-change in our cables’ musical capabilities. It is
an advance that’s so significant that it presents a new chapter for our company. We mark that change with an entirely new product range, new product names, and a new brand name.
CrystalConnect reflects the fact that our products (cables, electronics, and speakers) link not just the elements in your system, but establish that all-important link between you and the music.

Our new Art Series consists of three cable families – Monet, van Gogh, and da Vinci – each named after an artist who fathered a revolution
and set new artistic expression standards.
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Let Your System Shine with Crystal
Let Your Music Connect with You

The conclusion is inescapable: preserving the signal –
preserving the performance – means eliminating every
possible barrier in its path. That means reducing surface
contact and dielectric absorption to the bare minimum,
eliminating fillers and unnecessary material bulk. We can’t
give you more signal – but we can let you hear more of

Music is at once incredibly simple – and incredibly complicated! On one level, it

what there is! That’s why we’ve always used Kapton as our

comprises no more than pitch and pattern. But those pitch relationships are crucial,

primary insulation. It’s an incredibly hard and thin layer.

and the patterns are incredibly complex. To which you can add the fact that our

It’s also incredibly difficult to work with. Other cables use

ears are unbelievably sensitive to the slightest error or disturbance to harmonics or

easily handled, soft insulators like PVC, but these absorb

rhythm. Every recording tries to preserve those intimate details, every audio system

energy and round the sound, over-damping the conductors

tries to reproduce them; it isn’t easy!

and softening the dynamics. Kapton may be difficult to
work with, but it’s a worthwhile challenge if you want the

CrystalConnect Art Series cables are undeniably beautiful, so beautiful that it would be

best sound. It reduces bulk and improves performance –

easy to assume that they are an exercise in aesthetic gratification, a triumph of style over

and not by a small margin.

substance. But in practice, their sheer elegance, svelte lines, and practical flexibility are no
accident. They are a natural extension of the philosophy, technology, science, and, above

This pursuit of refined simplicity through superior materials

all, the musical sensibilities that inform and underpin every aspect of every cable in the Art

and construction is at the heart of every cable we make. It’s

Series.

behind every material choice and every design decision
– and it starts at the molecular level, with the conductors

No cable can improve the signal it passes. All it can do is pass that signal as completely

themselves.

and faithfully as possible. It can’t improve the quality or add extra detail. In fact, its only

“Knowing is not understanding. There is a great
difference between knowing and understanding: you can
know a lot about something and not really understand it.”
– Charles F. Kettering, GMC.
barriers altogether. In the Art Series cables, each conductor

asymmetric grounding in our interconnects. It has led to

is a single, continuous crystal structure. That might seem

the development of the entirely new, Cross Balanced

goal is to do as little damage as possible. Once you realize that, the logic that drives the

Every Art Series cable employs our new tenth generation,

like a tiny difference. It is, literally, microscopic – but its

Construction for both our speaker cables and power

CrystalConnect philosophy is as inevitable as it is irresistible. Every junction, break, or

Infinite Crystal Silver (iCS) conductors. Our mono-crystal

implications are huge. The increased conductivity and

cords. It has revolutionized the topology throughout the

barrier in the signal’s path will affect that signal. Every insulator that comes into contact with

silver (MCS) has long set the standard for conductivity

reduced micro distortions totally transform the options open

Art Series. It delivers results that are as measurable as they

the conductors will affect that signal – and the more there is, the greater the impact.

and low resistance, but iCS takes it to a whole new level.

to us in designing and building our cables.

are audibly superior. It lets you hear more details and

Even so-called ‘long-crystal’ conductors, whether silver

places that information where it belongs; it preserves pitch

or copper, just minimize the number of discrete crystals

iCS has allowed us to reduce the number of signal

and pattern; it elevates musical performance to a new and

in a given length of cable – and the barriers between

conductors, reducing total distortion and capacitance.

unprecedented level. It is the ultimate connection to your

them. But the superior metallurgy of iCS eliminates those

It has allowed us to embrace the low-noise benefits of

recordings and the music they contain.

Art Series Interconnects

Until now, all Crystal interconnects were symmetrical in design, using multiple,
parallel conductors for positive and negative to achieve vanishingly
low distortion levels. But not anymore.
With the arrival of our latest Infinite Crystal Silver, the elimination of crystal boundaries

“I would like to paint
the way a bird sings”
– Claude Monet

in the signal path, and the individual conductor’s increased conductivity, mean that we

That’s fifteen conductors made from the

can use a single conductor for each side of the signal. It’s a configuration that reduces not

same, solid Infinite Crystal Silver. That

just overall distortion but crucially, capacitance too. The result is a decrease in the loss of

might seem counter-intuitive; after all, isn’t

energy and amplitude in the musical signal and a further reduction in the effect that we call

it the signal that matters? Well yes, but the

Crossing Distortion. This is a measure of the signal level necessary to overcome resistance

ultra low-loss conductors in the Art Series

in the cable – almost like the friction and sheer-force required to start a stationary object

interconnects are more than capable of carrying the full signal bandwidth and information.

moving. The lower the level of Crossing Distortion, the smaller the signals that a conductor

While it might be tempting to cut corners on the grounding, providing massive grounding

can pass. This means that not only do you hear more of the information from the original

provision that the same highly conductive iCS material offers the lowest possible ground

performance, but you hear far more precisely just when each note starts – and when that

impedance. The more ground conductors, the lower that impedance – and the lower the

last decay finally fades.

noise floor. So whether it is a Monet interconnect or a da Vinci, an XLR or RCA lead, you’ll
find more conductors dedicated to ground than signal. And by comparing the Monet, van

Of course, there’s no point in transmitting low-level information if it is below the system noise

Gogh and da Vinci interconnects, you can hear just how effective the approach is. From

floor. That’s where our new Super Ground topology comes in. If you could look inside a da

the punch and impact of a drumbeat to the first contact of bow on string, the Art Series

Vinci balanced interconnect, you’d find individual iCS conductors for positive and negative

interconnects deliver more of the music, more of the time.

– along with no fewer than fifteen conductors for the ground connection.

Art Series Speaker Cables and Power Cords

Infinite Crystal Silver has revolutionized our

Apply Cross Balanced Construction to power cords,

The additional

approach to the construction and termination of both

and the results are even more impressive. How can the

peripheral

loudspeaker cables and power cords. The creation of

last few meters of cable that run from the wall to your

shielding on the

long, single crystal conductors has lowered micro-

equipment make such a difference? Because when you

AC cables protects

distortion and resistance – both critical factors in
meeting the demands of large current signals with
rapid rise times. But what is even more critical is
lowering transmission impedance.
By manufacturing each conductor’s co-axial shield from
the same Infinite Crystal Silver, it allows us to create a
cross-balanced topology that cancels induced distortion
without introducing time and phase errors. It allows us to
produce cables with remarkable geometrical and electrical

“A poet knows he has achieved
perfection not when there is
nothing left to add, but when
there is nothing left to take
away.”
– Leonardo da Vinci

them from the RF
interference that
floods modern
homes. It also
prevents them from radiating electromagnetic fields. Left to
spread, those fields interfere with the performance of your
vulnerable and sensitive electronics. They induce noise and
haze that blurs rhythmic cues. They flatten and limit dynamic
contrasts.

consistency. The resulting fully shielded speaker cables

listen to your system, the electricity coming out of the wall

Combining the Super Ground topology of our interconnects

are our fastest, quietest, and most dynamically responsive

is, literally, the raw material from which the music is made.

and the Cross Balanced Construction of our speaker and

designs to date. They effortlessly deliver the weight, impact,

Any interruption, hesitation, grain, or distortion carried on

power leads produces an incredibly low noise floor. It will

and dynamic contrasts of live music. They capture the

that AC supply has a direct impact on what you hear. The

reveal the subtlest detail and nuance in the playing, the

texture, tonal colors, and distinctive identity of individual

combination of low-loss, low resistance conductors, and

chemistry, and magic in your favorite performance. Listen

voices and instruments. They reveal the full expressive range

construction provide the lowest possible impedance. In

to the CrystalConnect Art Series, and you’ll experience

of the original performance.

turn, that delivers a lightning-fast response to your system’s

that familiar music with a clarity and immediacy, drama

power demands. When the signal says jump, these cables

and presence that brings those performers and that

don’t even wait to ask “How High?”

performance to life.

The Devil Is In The Detail

There is a natural tendency to consider your audio system in terms of electronic

If every junction within a cable is critical, then so are the junctions between the cable and

boxes – source, amplifiers, and speakers. It’s like considering a car in terms of its

its terminations, those connectors, and the equipment in the system. Just as it is critical to

engine, the number of seats, and the styling. But on a car, it’s the tires that define

maintain conductor and material consistency throughout the cables in your system, each

performance and keep it on the road. With a hi-fi system, it’s the cables that allow

connector must share the same material and mechanical qualities. We work closely with

those expensive boxes to perform. Great cables can’t save bad electronics, but

specialist manufacturers to select not only their best parts but to specify particular materials

bad cables can make a potentially great system very bad indeed. To get the best

and plating. We modify body parts and adapt strain relief elements to match our connectors

possible performance from your audio equipment, you need more than just good

as closely as possible to our cables and their performance.

cables – you need to understand how they work…
It is only this extreme, almost obsessive attention to detail that guarantees you the

“For the great doesn’t happen through
impulse alone, and is a succession
of little things that are brought together.”
– Vincent van Gogh

best possible performance – every time. Its why, while those exacting material and
constructional efforts might not be immediately apparent from the outside, every
CrystalConnect product carries its own guarantee of quality and consistency. Our
dedicated NFC Product Authentication System
and the iOS/Android Apps that go with it
create a unique, readable identity for each
and every Art Series product – an identity

The cables within your system are themselves a system. Each cable is also a system – a

and history you can read at any time. You can

combination of conductors, insulation, and connectors. They all need to work together.

absolutely establish its history and authenticity,

The core principle behind every CrystalConnect Art Series cable is eliminating unnecessary

protecting your products and your investment.

barriers, junctions, and material influence. That’s why we have developed superior
metallurgy and use the smallest possible amount of our carefully selected, low volume

At CrystalConnect, we sweat the details so that you don’t have to. That means that when

insulation: it’s why we go to enormous lengths to maintain geometrical consistency within

you install Art Series cables in your system, we can guarantee that you’ll enjoy all the

our cables: it’s why we ensure mechanical consistency and accuracy in their construction:

musical performances we work so hard to deliver.

and it’s why we are so selective when it comes to connectors!

CrystalConnect’s Family Values

We’ve spent years developing advanced metallurgy, unique materials, and the manufacturing processes and
parts to maximize their benefits. We can demonstrate, measurably and audibly, that you achieve the best
possible results by applying those conductors and materials right through your system.
We aim to deliver a complete system solution by offering three distinct families in the Art Series, from the Monet range, up
through our van Gogh cables to the da Vinci flagship series. Each family shares identical materials and thinking. That means
that you can mix, match, and prioritize your system’s cable requirements.
You might be a vinylphile who lavishes da Vinci cabling throughout your entire record replay chain – while enjoying Monet
when occasionally listening to digital material.
Maybe you’ve left physical media behind and moved into the virtual world of streaming. Using the Art Series network and
digital cables will allow you to enjoy the full performance possible from high-resolution file replay.
Or maybe you want to simply get the best possible performance from your system now – without having to invest in da Vinci
cables. A combination of Monet signal cables and a few strategically placed van Gogh power cords will definitely deliver
the musical goods.
With a coherent range of cables that is as comprehensive as it is versatile, the Art Series can meet any system requirement.
From high-res digital to extreme AC power, from revealing the astonishing performance possible from surprisingly affordable
electronics to unleashing the breathtaking experience of today’s state-of-the-art setups, Art Series has the solution.
Connect your system with CrystalConnect and get connected to your music.

Conductor

Insulation

Shields

Type

Interconnect XLR

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

2 Coax, 1 Ground

Interconnect RCA

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

1 Coax
1 Ground

Ground Bridge XLR & RCA

Infinite crystal silver

-

Silver-plated copper

3 Ground

Loudspeaker cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

2 Coax

Power cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver, Silver-plated copper

2 Triax

USB

Infinite crystal silver

PTFE

Silver-plated copper

2 Twisted Pair, 1 Ground

Network Cable

Infinite crystal silver

PTFE

HF foil, Silver-plated copper

2 Twisted Pair

Interconnect XLR

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

2 Coax, 2 Ground

Interconnect RCA

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

1 Coax, 3 Ground

Interconnect Phono
TAC 5, RCA or XLR

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

2 Coax, 1 ground

Loudspeaker cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

4 Coax

Power cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver, Silver-plated copper

4 Triax

USB

Infinite crystal silver

PTFE

Silver-plated copper

2 Twisted Pair, 2 Ground

Digital cable 75 Ω

Infinite crystal silver

PTFE

Silver-plated copper, Mu-foil, Infinite crystal silver

1 Coax

Digital cable 110 Ω

Infinite crystal silver

PTFE

Silver-plated copper

2 Twisted Pair, 2 Ground

Interconnect XLR

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

2 Coax, 4 Ground

Interconnect RCA

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

1 Coax, 5 Ground

Loudspeaker cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver

6 Coax

Power cable

Infinite crystal silver

Kapton, PTFE

Infinite crystal silver, Silver-plated copper

6 Triax

CrystalConnect Art Series Overview

Monet

Technical specifications
Core

Infinite crystal silver

Insulators

Kapton
PTFE

Shield

Infinite crystal silver

Sleeve

Transparent teflon

van Gogh

da Vinci

Coax

Triax

Outer shield: Silver-plated copper

Ground

Diameter
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